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In the Shannon theory of communication, early all of the results 
pertaining to the rate of transmission of information have depended 
upon accurate characterizations of the channel operator and the sta- 
tistics of the noise. The concept of the e-capacity of classes of un- 
known channels can be applied to estimate the capacity of channels 
having additive noise when only a rudimentary knowledge of both the 
channel operator and the noise statistics are available. We discuss 
three types of channel models in which the channel operator is known 
only to belong to a class of such operators. Bounds are established 
for the e-capacity of these classes of operators. These bounds are de- 
termined through an application of known results on the channel 
capacity of channel models having additive Gaussian oise. The re~ 
sulting bounds when specialized to the case where the class consists 
of only a single operator are often better than the results obtained by 
other investigators who consider only single operators. 
INTRODUCTION 
In  the classical theory  of communicat ion,  ear ly  all of the results per- 
ta ining to the rate of transmission of informat ion have depended upon 
accurate character izat ions of the channel operator  and the stat ist ics of 
the noise. Recent ly  however, W.  L. Root  and P. P. Vara iya  have in- 
vest igated the problem of determining the channel capac i ty  in situa- 
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ministration under Grant NsG-354, Suppl. 4, and the National Science Foundation 
under Grant GK-716. 
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tions where accurate characterizations are not possible. In Root (1968), 
Root studied the problem of estimating the maximum rate of transmis- 
sion for the case where the channel operator was known to a large ex- 
tent, but where it was not possible to characterize the distortions and 
perturbations of the signal probabilistically in a more than rudimentary 
manner. Other investigators (Prosser, 1966; Kolmogorov and Tihomi- 
roy, 1959) considered only the limiting behavior, where the perturba- 
tions and distortions became vanishingly small. 
The case where the noise was known to be Gaussian but where the 
channel operator was assumed only to lie in some conditionally com- 
pact class of linear operators was investigated jointly by Root and 
Varaiya in Root and Varaiya (1968). 
In this paper, we shall consider a combination of both these cases. We 
will assume that the channel operator is known only to belong to a con- 
ditionally compact class of linear operators and that the probability that 
the noise has average power greater than some number e is vanishingly 
small. The number emay be arbitrarily large and no other assumptions 
on the noise statistics are made. 
In Section I we introduce three types of channel models and define 
the term E-capacity for each of these models. Section IV is a discussion of 
the applicability of these ideas to communications problems in which the 
channels and the noise statistics have only approximate characteriza- 
tions. Sections II and III give upper and lower bounds for the ~-capacity 
of each of the models discussed in Section I. 
I. CHANNEL MODELS 
A. FINITE DIMENSIONAL I¥IODEL 
We consider classes of channels that can be described as follows. A 
transmitted signal x and a received signal y are column vectors of 
dimension p, with real valued components, and are related by 
y = A~x 
where A is a p X p real valued matrix which belongs to a class G of such 
matrices. The subscript -y will be used to index the matrices in the class 
C. We will let A~ denote both a matrix and a channel. 
The n-extension of a channel is denoted by A~?, it carries n-sequences 
of p-dimensional input vectors into n-sequences ofp-dimensional output 
vectors according to the rule 
Y i  = A~x~ , i = 1, 2,  . . . , n .  
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It  is convenient to denote sequences of x's by 
U = (X l ,  X2, "*"  , ~n)  
and sequences of y's by 
w= (yl ,  y2, " "  , y~). 
We can then characterize the n-extension of a channel A by 
w = A~'u 
where A~" is the np X np matrix defined as follows: 
-A ,  0 0 0 " "  0 -  
0 A,  0 0 - . .  0 
A~ = 0 0 A~ 0 " "  0 
. , . ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  , .  , . . . . .  
0 0 0 0 "" A~_ 
In most physical problems we are not interested in transmitting all of 
¢R ~'. We will therefore only consider transmitted sequences u which 
satisfy an average power constraint i.e., for some M > 0 
u c v~ ~ = {u lu  c ~ ' ,  II u II ~ _< nM} 
where 
rr ii ± 
and x j  is the ith component of x~. I t  is also convenient to assume that 
the class C is bounded i.e., there exists a real number a, 0 < a < oo such 
that the operator norm I1 A~ l] of any matrix A~ E e satisfies [] A~ II < a. 
In order to define our problem it is necessary to introduce the concept 
of the distance between the "total images" of any two input sequences. 
Given any two input (transmitted) sequences u~, uj E UM ~, we define 
the number d~.i as follows 
d~.j-- in f l l z - -  wll 
where the infimum is taken over all 
z E O A,'~u~, wE O A,"u j .  
a.~Ee A~,6e 
Using this notation we first define what we mean by an attainable 
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e-rate of transmission and then define the e-capacity as the supremum of 
such rates. 
We say that  R is an attainable e-rate of transmission for C if there exists 
a sequence n~ with 
lim nk = 
and G (nk) transmitted signals uj C U~ p of length nk such that 
d = inf dl.j ->_ e(nk) 1/2 
and 
lira L logo = R. 
k~ nk  
The e-capacity for e, denoted by C~ is the supremum of all attainable 
e-rates of transmission for a. 
In Sections I I  and I I I ,  we determine numbers C~ and _C~ such that 
C~ >= C~ _>- ~.  Although these estimates are not as tight as one would 
like, nevertheless they are in many eases better than those obtained in 
Root (1968) even when a is a single point. This will be discussed in more 
detail in Section IV. 
B. DISCRETE INFINITE DIMENSIONAL MODEL 
The infinite dimensional model is related to the finite dimensional 
model in the sense that the transmitted signals x and the received sig- 
nals y are related by the matrix transformation 
y = A~x. 
In  this case however, x and y are infinite dimensional column vectors and 
A~ is an infinite dimensional matrix which belongs to a class of such 
matrices. The n-extension of A~, A~ ~ is defined as before so that it 
carries an n-sequence of transmitted vectors u = (xl, x~, • • • , x,)  into 
an n-sequence of received vectors w = (yl, y~, • • • , y~) with 
y~ = Avx~ , i = 1, 2, . . .  , n.  
We will also assume the following: 
(i) Each matrix A~ C C, is I-Iilbert-Schmidt, i.e., if 
A~ = {a~.} then ~a~j .< ~.  
~5 
(ii) For any two tt i lbert-Sehmidt matrices A = {a~.}, B = {b~j} 
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we define 
I]A -- BII 3 = .~. la~- -  bi~.l 2.
Then, ]1 [I defines a metric (in fact, a norm). We further assume that 
C is a totally bounded subset of the metric space of all Hilbert 
Sehmidt matrices. 
As before, we impose the average input power constraint M, i.e., we only 
select ransmitted sequences u which satisfy 
u E U~ ~ = {ul]lu]]2 = ~ (x})2 < in} .  
For any two transmitted sequences ui ,  us, we agMn define the distance 
between the total images of u~ and uj ,  d~ as follows 
d,,j = i n f I [ z - -w l l  
where the infimum is taken over all 
n zE  [J A~ul ,  w E O A~uj 
A~Ee A~Ee 
( U A~,'~u = {z[z = (A~xl,A.~x2, . . . ,A~x, , ) ,A~ E ¢})- 
With this notation, the definitions of attainable -rate of transmission, 
and e-capacity are identical to those in Section I.A. 
C.  CONTINUOUS TI~E MODEL 
We also consider classes of channels that can be described as follows. 
By a transmitted signal over the time interval [ -  T, T] we mean a real 
valued function x which is square integrable with respect o Lebesgue 
measure on [ -T ,  T]. If x is the input signal over [--T, T] the received 
signal y over an interval [--T, T] is to be given by an expression of the 
form 
y( t )  = h~(t - ~-)x6-)a~-, -T  -<_ t N T 
T 
The function h~ belongs to a class e of channel operators which has the 
following properties: 
(i) If 
h~E (~, then h~E L~(--oo, oo) 
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and there exists a finite positive number a such that 
[[h,[[2< a, foral l  h ,E  e. 
(ii) e is a conditionally compact subset of 52( - -~,  ~ ) i.e., the 
closure of e is compact in L2 (-- oo, ~ ). 
I t  should be noted that Root (1968) makes the assumption that the 
convolution operator determined by a function h have finite memory, 
i.e., there exists a ~ > 0 such that h( t )  = 0 for all I t l > 8. We do not re- 
quire that ¢ be composed only of finite memory operators. Root's results 
however can be extended to include the case where the operators do not 
have finite memory. 
In Section I I  we approximate the class e by a class of finite memory 
operators. The assumptions imposed on e give this approximating class 
some useful properties. Let Pa denote the projection operator defined as 
follows: 
(P J~) ( t )  = h(t), Itl =< ~t 
=o, Itl> . 
Notice that P~ is a linear, continuous operator which maps L2 (-- ~,  oo ) 
into ~ ( -  ~,  o~ ). Thus, e~ defined as 
is also a conditionally compact subset of L2 ( -  ~, ~ ) and 
llh~,~[I2 < a for all h,,~E e~. 
We can let H~ denote the integral operator with kernel h~ (t - r ) and 
write the relation between x and y as follows. 
y = H.~x 
We again impose an average power constraint on the transmitted signals 
by requiring that x E q t J  where 
{x f; ~ r = x2(t )  dt < 2M . 
T 
For any two transmitted signals x~,  x~,  we define the distance betweer~ 
the "total images" of x~, xj as follows 
d, , j  = in f  I[ - 112 
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where the infimum is taken over all 
zE U H~x;, w E U H~xj. 
H-t6e H~e 
We say that R is an attainable -rate of transmission for e if there 
exists a sequence Tk, ]im~_., Tk = o~ 
uf 6 9/~ * over [ 'Tk ,  T,] such that 
d = inf d~,~. _-__ e(Tk) 1/~ and 
and G (Tk) transmitted signals 
Iim 1 k~ ~ log~ G(Tk) = R. 
The e-capacity for e, denoted by C~, is the supremum of all attainable 
e-rates of transmission for C. 
Having defined the three types of models of interest, we will show in 
the next section that the lower bounds for C~ obtainable for model A can 
be used to obtain similar results for models B and C. 
II. LOWEI% BOUNDS ON C~ 
In this section we derive lower bounds on C~, _C~, for each of the models 
given in Section I. The best results to date for such bounds were derived 
by Root (1968) for the case where the class e consisted of a single point 
or a ball. His bounds were obtained by using variations of packing argu- 
ments. It  appears however that such methods cannot be satisfactorily 
generalized toinclude cases where the structure of e is complex; the total 
images may, for exampl% be disconnected and their shapes may depend 
on the choice of transmitted sequences. 
Our approach isfundamentally quite different. Our lower bound for the 
C~ of the model A (see Theorem 1A) is obtained in three steps: 
(1) We imbed our problem in a stochastic problem by artificially 
adding Gaussian oise. A rate of transmission is chosen so that the 
maximum probability of error for tlfis rate is less than some b~- 
diciously chosen exponential. This is done in Theorem 2A. 
(2) We then show that certain exponential bounds on the maximum 
probability of error imply that the total images of the transmitted 
sequences yielding these bounds are separated from each other by 
the required istance. This result is stated as Theorem 3A. 
(3) Theorems 2A and 3A are combined to give the bound. The 
results for models B and C as given in Theorems 1B and 1C are ob- 
tained by approximating these models by model A and applying 
Theorem 1A. 
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A. THE FINITE DIMENSIONAL CASE 
TREO~EM 1A. I f  the class e of channels satisfies the assumptions of 
model A then 
where 8 ,  p = {S ] trace S <-_ M, S is a p X p covariance matrix}, I I denotes 
the determinant of a p X p matrix and I is the p X p identity matrix. 
We defer the proof of Theorem 1A until the end of this section. I t  is a 
logical consequence of Theorems 2A and 3A which follow. Before we 
proceed any  further, note that we  may always assume that C~ > O. If 
_C~ -<_ 0, there is nothing to prove since C~ >- 0. 
I t  is necessary at this point to "imbed" model A in a stochastic model. 
That  is, to the received signal y of model A we now add a Gaussian random 
vector z and call the new received vector 9. To be precise, 9, x, and z are 
related by 
where z is a zero mean Gaussian random (column) vector of dimension p
and with covariance matrix f~I, fl a positive scalar, I is the p X p identity 
matrix, and where x, A~, e are defined as before. 
The n-extension channel A~" of this new model is defined according to 
the rule 
~ = A~x~ + z l ,  i = 1,2 , . . .  ,n 
where the z~ are mutually independent Gaussian random vectors each 
with covariance matrix ~I and zero mean. We denote sequences of 
x's again by u = (xl, x2, . . . ,  x~) and sequences of ~'s by 
v = (~,~2,--.,~). 
In order to take advantage of random coding arguments we also define 
a probability distribution for the transmitted (or input) signals x~. For 
convenience we assume that the x~'s are zero mean, independent Gaussian 
random vectors each with covariance matrix S belonging to the set 
$2  = /S I trace S =< M, S is a p X p covariance matrix}. We let q(u) 
denote the np-variate probability density function for the transmitted 
sequences u which are assumed to be statistically independent of the 
noise z. The conditional probability of a set of received signals B, given 
a transmitted sequence u depends upon the channel A~ ~. We denote this 
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probability by P~ (B I u) and define p~ (v l u) to be the np-variate Gaus- 
sian density function determined by P~ (B [ u). Then, 
pdv) = f p~(v] u)q(u) du 
defines a probability density for the received (or output) vectors v. The 
mutual information Jr (u, v) for the density q (u) and the channel A~" is 
defined to be 
[p (vju)l 
J r (u ,  v) = logo k ~(~) ]" 
We now derive bounds on the maximum probability of decoding error 
when transmitting at any rate less than _C~. This result is stated ~s 
Theorem 2A. 
TEEOR~U 2A. Suppose that the class e satisfies the conditions for model A. 
I f  R is any positive number satisfying R < C_~ , and G = [e n'] = the greatest 
integer less than e R~ then for the additive Gaussian noise channel, there exists 
G disjoint (decoding) sets Bi,  i = 1, 2, . . .  , G with 
0 
U B~ = ~P,  
G transmitted sequences (code words) ui satisfying 
It u, ff~ <= Mn, 
and finite positive numbers ~, N, 0 such that 
P~{B~ lug} <= exp -- -~0 for all A~E e, 
i=  1, . . . ,Gandn ~_ N. 
Theorem 2A is proved using variations of the arguments in Root and 
Varaiya (1968). The interested reader is referred to (Forys and Varaiya, 
1968) for the details. We will now relate the maximum probability of 
error as in Theorem 2A to the minimum distance between the total 
images of the transmitted sequences through Theorem 3A which follows. 
Theorem 3A is crucial to our results and is proved in detail. 
T~,o~,~ 3A. I f  there exist G disjoint (decoding) sets B~ , 
(7 
U B~ = ~'~P, 
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G transmitted sequences u~ satisfying 
II u~ ii 2 ~ Mn,  
constants a > 0 and 0 ~ N ~ ~ , and noise covariance matrix ~I such that 
P~tB~ l ui} ~ e -~ for all n >= N, 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,G  andforal l  A~C C, 
then given any positive number b there exists a number No = No (b ) satisfy- 
ing N <= No < ~ such that 
= infdi,~ > ( 8~n ~1/2 for n > No. 
(Recall that 
d~,~ = in f l l z -  wll 
where the infimum is taken over all 
z ~ U A~%~, wE U A~uj.)  
A~,EC A,yE~, 
Proof. Let uk be any one of the transmitted sequences in the statement 
of the theorem. Let u~ be any other such sequence. Given any~positive 
n u n number ~, we can choose points A~ ~, A~ u~ so that 
Define the set D~,k as follows: 
See Figure 1 for a symbolic sketch of D~,~. Notice thut if 
vC D~,~, p~(vlu~) >= p~(vlu~ ) 
since 
p~(v[u) = expf- -  ~ (v -- A~nu) ' (v  - A. lnu)} /  (2v~) p/2 
f x }/  = exp -~ IL v - A~% LL 2 (2~)  ~12. 
Therefore 
P~{F[uc} >= P~{Fluk } if F cDc ,~.  
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\(~.~ 
U~u ~ \ UA~uo 
- \  
\ 
\ 
Thus we have that 
Fm. 1 
P~{D~,~ ] uk} = P~{D~,~ n B~ l uk} + P~{D~,k n Bk ~ ] uk} 
<= P.~{Bk l u¢} + P~{B~'luk} 
Pc, IB¢~Iu~} + P~,{Bk~luk} < 2e -'~. 
Since the noise is spherically symmetric, by the definition of D¢,k we 
have that 
> f,, exp {-w2/2~} P~{D~,k lukl 
{ W2/2 exp } dw 
, (2~)  z/~ 
w is a scalar variable. So, we huve that 
fw dw < 2 exp {--an}. 
exp 
>(ak,o+~)/2~)ll~ (2~) m = 
From this expression we can see that ~s n increases, d~,o must become un- 
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bounded. Now, since 
~-~lim 2(21r)1/~ ( 1 + b)  we-(b/4)w' = 0, 
for uny scalar b > 0, we can find a finite positive number No = No(b), 
N~ >= N such that for n > N~, 
f~>(~k °+~)]2(~)~/~ exp{-½w~} dw 
, (2~) ~/~ 
" f.>(,.o+,)n(,),,, 2"(1 q-b)exp{--l( l  q-~)  w'} dw 




[(I +~)(d~.o+~)']/8~>~n for ~>= ~0 
>/  8oeBn ~112_ ~. 
Since No does not depend on ~, k, c and these numbers are arbitrarily 
chosen, 
&°>\~T~)]  torah k#c  
and hence, 
( 8~Bn ~112 
d > \-ff ¥ ~)/ . 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3A. 
Proof of Theorem 1A. We now combine Theorems 2A and 3A to prove 
Theorem 1A. That is, given any number R satisfying 0 < R < ~,  we 
show that R is an attainable -rate of transmission for e. If 
0<R<G,  
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by Theorem 2A there exist 
transmitted sequences 
G = [e "~] 
ui  E U~ p 
of length n, G disjoint (decoding) sets Bi, 
(7 
U Bi = ~'P 
i=l 
and finite numbers ~, N, 0 such that 
P.y{Bi ]ui} <- exp - q-0 n forall i = 1, . . . ,G ,  
n-> N and all A~ C C. 
Using Theorem 3A with these B~'s, u~'s, and ~, and choosing 
2 e 8~0 
a=-~+O,  b -  e2 
we have that there exists a finite number N0, No > N, such that 
( 1'2 
d = inf+,~ d~,+ > \(1 ¥ ; j /  
: + + 7 / ,  
= (e :n )  1/2 _~ e(n) 11:. 
Hence, R is an attainable e-rate of transmission for ¢, and Theorem 1A is 
proven. 
B.  THE DISCRETE INFINITE DIMENSIONAL CASE 
The results of this section depend critically on Theorem 1A. In fact, 
we will show that the infinite dimensional model can be approximated 
arbitrarily closely by the finite dimensional model because of the as- 
sumptions imposed on the class 6 and the form of the model. 
In order to state the results precisely, some further notation must be 
introduced. Let S denote an infinite dimensional covariance matrix and 
define the set SM + by SM+ = {S I trace S =< M, S an infinite dimensional 
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covariance matrix}. Since 
S E $~, 
A~SA~' is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix and we will let 
Xl  ~' = > X2 ~ = > " -  = > 0 
denote the eigenvalues of A~SA~'. 
For any matrix 
and positive interger lc, let 
be the matrix given by 
kbl i = b~j 
and 
For 
B = {bii} 
k B k = { b~j-} 
if ink ,  j_-<k 
kb~j = 0 otherwise. 
SE  8~ and Avff e 
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then s~j = 0 for i # j. 
be a fixed diagonal matrix i.e. if 
we denote the eigenvalues of kA.~ kS kA:,' by 
X~ 'k > X ~'k > > 0. 
Note that 
kS E g~.  
To show that the infinite dimensional model can be approximated arbi- 
trarily closely by a finite dimensional model we need the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Let 
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Then for each 0 > O, 2 > O, there exists 
ko=k0(O, 2 )< oo 
such that for all k > ko and for all A~ E ¢ 
1 + ( + 
~2/ ~,__1 ~2/  = i= l  '=  
Proof. This is just a restatement of Lemma 11 of Root and Varaiya 
(1968). 
We are now prepared to state and prove the main result of this section, 
Theorem lB. 
THEOREM lB. For the class e of channels atisfying the conditions of 
model B, 
8>0 ~SeSM ~~ee 2 logo 1 + -- . = ~=1 2~ / 
Proof. If _C, is less than zero, there is nothing to prove since C, > 0. 
Hence, assume C, > 0 in what follows. 
Choose any number R satisfying 0 < R < _C,. By the definition of 
_C,, there exist O > 0 and 3 > 0 such that 
sup inf 1 10g, 1+ - -~> R+30.  
SE~M ~ AvEe 2 i=l 
From the definition of sup we see that there exists 
SEgM ~ such that if _kl ~_>- _k~ _>- .-. > 0 
are the eigenvalues of A~SA~' then 
1 ~ l°g~ ( 1 + x - ~ , = I  ~ - 2-~ -~ / > R+20 for all A~Ee.  
m 
We can choose an appropriate basis for the transmitted and received 
spaces o that _S is diagonal. We note that the matrix representation f a 
channel relative to this new basis may be different, but this does not 
change the value of the eigenvalues of A~S_A~ p. Using Lemma 1 we see 
that there exists a/c0 such that for k > /Co, the following inequalities are 
valid. 
21=i -~  - -~  > R + 0 for all Av E e 
and hence 
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sup inf 1 ~ ( X~'k~-  e~ ~s,  ~ , ,~  ~ ,-~ log~ 1 + -~- /  ~} > R + 0. 
The X~'k are the eigenvalues of the matrix *A~ ~S kAy' which is effec- 
tively u k-dimensional matrix. If we consider the/a X k submatrices of 
~A¢, A~ C e formed from the first k rows and columns, we that this class 
of submatriees, call it ek, is bounded. Likewise if we consider the cor- 
responding k X k submatrices formed from the kS's S E gM ~ we see that 
this class of submatrices i  " lust gM • Thus, from Theorem 1A, we can see 
that R is an attainable -rate of transmission for the class e~. This means 
that for the class of channels Ck there exists a sequence n with 
limn~ = ~,  
and G(n~) transmitted sequences ui E UM ~ of length nz such that 
d = inf d~,i > e(n~) ~ 
and 
lim 1 G(n~) = R.  
With this fact, let us now show that R is an attainable -rate of trans- 
mission for the infinite dimensional channd a. Suppose that 
u~= (xn ,x~2, . . . , x~z)  , i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,G(nz )  
is a set of transmitted sequences which yield the e-attainable rate R for 
ok. Choose 
~--- X 1 2 3 k 2i~ ( ~i , x~ , x~ , . . .  , x~ , O, O, . . . )  
as the transmitted vectors for the class of channels e and let 
~t~ = (2a , 2,s,  " " , ~,~), i = 1, 2 , . . .  , G(n~) 
be the transmitted sequences for the class of channels ¢. Notice that 
~iC U ,  ~ 
and that 
A~[~,j, -..  z,~] [[ 
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Thus, the distances d~.i for Ck are the same as the distances d~.j for C and 
hence 
It  follows that R is an e-attainable rate for C. Since R is arbitrary except 
that 0 < R < C~, we see that C~ >_ ff~. 
C. THE CONTINUOUS T IME CASE 
Just as we obtained results for the discrete infinite dimensional model  
by approximating it by a finite dimensional model, we  can obtain results 
for the continuous time model  by approximating it with a discrete in- 
finite dimensional model. In order to do this, some further notation is 
necessary. 
Let L~ denote 
Lp( -~,~)  for l=<p_< ~ 
where L~ (a, b) is the space of complex valued functions uch that the 
pth power of its magnitude is Lebesque integrable on the interval (a, b). 
L~ (T) will denote 
L~(--T,T), for 1 =< p _-< ~. 
If f E Lp or Lp(T), then [If lip denotes the norm of f in that space. If 
f, g C L~ or L2(T), their inner product is written as (f, g). An operator 
on a space X is a continuous linear transformation f X into itself. If 
f E L~nL1 
then for each T < ~, a compact operator Fr on L~ (r) is given by 
l ( f~x) ( t )  = / ( t  - ~-)x(,-) a.~, -T  <= t <___ T. T 
We also have that f defines an operator F on L~ given by the convolution 
o 
(Fx ) ( t )  -- / f ( t  - ~-)x(~-) e~-, -~  <t< ~,. (*) 
d-- 
Wi th  a slight abuse of notation we identify the operators F~ and PrFPr. 
If f has finite memory (i.e. f satisfies f = Per for some ~ > O) then 
PrF = PrFPr+~ 
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and 
FPr  = PT+~FP~. 
If A is an operator on L2 (T) or L2 then A* will denote its adjoint which is 
defined by 
(x, Ay)  = (A*x ,y )  for all x, yE  L~(T) or L2. 
If A is a compact symmetric operator, its trace Tr (A), is defined if 
the sum of the eigenvalues of A converges, and is equal to that sum. 
Throughout this section, e will denote the class of channel operators 
which satisfy the assumptions of model C. C~ will denote the class of 
finite memory operators obtained from C by truncating the kernels of the 
operators in e, i.e. 
C~ = {h~,n]h,.~(t) = h~(t) for It I =< 6, 
h~,8(t) = 0 otherwise, h~ E e} 
C~ also satisfies the conditions for model C. We will let s denote the covari- 
ance function of a stationary stochastic process with the additional 
property that s C L1. By known properties of positive semi-definite 
functions (see e.g. Bochner and Chandrasekharan (1949) Th. 9) it 
follows that 
gC L lnL= 
and hence there exists a number A such that 
S.  ° will denote the set of such covariance functions which satisfy 
f~  ~(1,) dp = M. 
For each T < ~, hv.~ C C~ and s as above, let us define the operators 
H~,~ = PrH~P~ , Sr  = PrSP~ 
where H~ and S are defined in terms of h~,e and s as in equation (*). 
2 If f c L1 , its Fourier transform denoted by f is given by 
oo  
?(v) = f "  f(t)e ¢~,t 
3- -  o~ 
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H~,r is then a compact operator and so the positive semidefinite operator 
W~.r = P~H~PrSP~H~*Pr = H~,rSH~*.~ 
is also compact. Finally we define 
Qv,r = P~H~SH~*Pr = PrQ~Pr. 
Q~,r is compact by virtue of the f~ct that 
Q~ = H~SH~* 
is a convolution operator with kernel in L2. Then, 
q~ E Ll n L~ 
and its Fourier transform is 
which also belongs to L1 since ~ (~) is bounded. 
We will denote the eigenvalues of Q~,r, W~,r by 
q~(T)  >_ q~2(T) >= . . .  >= 0 
and 
w,l (T)  ~ w~2(T) ~ . . .  ~ 0 
respectively. For convenience we now state three facts which will be 
essential in proving the main result of this section, Theorem 1C, 
LEMMA 2. Let g be a continuous monotone-increasing real valued function 
on the real numbers which satisfies 
g(O) = o, g(x) > klx 
in a neighborhood of 0 for some 0 < kl < ~ , and 
}g(x) -g (y ) l  < k [x -y{  forall x, yC S~ 
and some 0 < k < ~.  Define the functions 
qr:~--+ 5~ and w~:C~ --) 
by 
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i oo 




lira qAh,,,) = f/_ g(If,~,,(,) I ~ ~(~) ) d~ 
uniformly for h~,~ E e~ 
ii) lira (w~(h~,~) - qr(hv,~) ) = 0 
T--*oO 
uniformly for h~,~ C e~ 
oo 
uniformly for h~,~ C e~ 
Proof. This lemma follows directly from Lemmas 15 and 16 of Root  
and Varaiya (1968). 
LE~A 3. Let C~ be defined as before and ~et ~ be any positive number. 
Then, 
1 
oo ( ' ( '  w~,~(T) = logo 1 + ~t/~,~(v) ~(~,) dp 
uniformly over e~. 
Proof. 
Note that the function 
g(x) = log~(1 +~)  
satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 4. Let ~ satisfy the conditions for model C. Then given any 
positive number fl, any ~ (v ) ~ ~ and any positive number 0 there exists a 
finite number ~ such that 
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For each v define 
for al l  h~ E e 
2 0 ii) /~ -- 17~,~ = = h~ -- h~,~ < (2M)~I------ ~ 
for al l  h~ E C 
Proof. Since ~ E L=, there exists a constant A such that 
I~(.) J  < a < ~ 
for all v. Recall that 
I Ih~il=-<-a fo r~ l  h ,~e 
and that e is conditionally compact. We therefore can find a finite posi- 
tive number 8 such that 
= h~--h~.n <min(O~ 0 ) 
Thus, 
II £ - g 112 < 
and 
(£ . )  = max (17~(v), g,~(~)) .  
II 17~,, - 17, I1=, II-~ - 17,,~ ll~ -<- I117~ - 17,,0 I{~ 
11-~113 < 2a for all h~E e. 
Therefore, using the triangle inequality 
f~ logo (1 +~-~1 17~,dv) ~(v)) & 
< ~, logo 1 q- ~-~[ _~.y (v) [ dv 
F ( 1 ,2 ) -t- ~I°g° 1-b~-~[g,(v) ~(v). dv 
- f j~,ogo ( ,  + ~I~ <.){2a(v))dv] • 
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Let us examine the last term on the right. 
397 
1 l= ~(.)) & log. (1 + ~!  L (.) 
-- l+~[ /~v(v)  ~(v) du 
A 
=< 2-3 [11 _g li? - il g 11221 
a 
--< 2-3 [11 -~, I}= + II & I1=1[ II L 112 - 1I g~ ii2] 
< 3aA 3aA 
2-3- [11 L 112 - I1 fi~ IJ~] < ~ II L - fi~ I]~ 
< 3aA = 28 II g.~ - g II= < e2. 
The lemma follows from duplicating such arguments in bounding the 
other terms. We can now state and prove Theorem 1C. 
THEOREM 1C. Let e be a class of channels atisfying the conditions for 
model C. Then, 
C~> Co= sup sup inf log, 1+ 1 [= _ e = 
Proof. As before, we need only prove Theorem 1C for _C, > 0, hence 
assume that Q, > 0 in what follows. 
For any R, 0 < R < _C,, there exists a ~ > 0 and ~ 0 > 0 such ti;.~t 
sup inf logo 1 + I/~, (v) I' a(v) dv (e + 20) = -8;~ ~,,,e ~ 2a > R + 40. 
Furthermore, we can always find an 
~o C SM ~ 
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such that 
f_': logo (1 + ~I /~ (v),2 go(v))dv 
(~ + 20) ~ 
2~ 
>R+30 
For this choice of 3, 0, and ~o, we see from Lemma 4, that there exists a 
finite number ~ such that 
0 for all h~Ee.  II ,%., - ~ ,  I{2 = li h~,, - h.~ I[~ < (2M),---~ 
ff  ( 1 12 ) (.+2o)' loge l+~l /~, . , (v )  go(v) dr - .  23 >R+20 
for all h~.~ E e~ 
Using Lemma 3 we can see that there exists a T, 0 < CO < ~ such that 
1 12 ~o(~)) d~ 
2(~ + ~) ,=~ w~,~ (~) 
holds for all h~.n C en. 
Using both these inequalities, it is obvious that 
~,,_ (ff)'~ (~2 + ~)(~ + 2o) ~ 1 ~2 logo 1 + > (~ + ~)R 
2 ,=~ 23 / 23 
and therefore that 
sup inf l~ log~(1-} -w~'2~T)  ) 
~,S M h.~.~e~ 2 ~=i - - 
_ (~ + 8)(~ + 2o) ~ > (~, + ~)R. (t) 
U# 
We now show how we can relate the continuous time problem to the 
infinite dimensional discrete time problem. Let 
{~, [z<i< ~} 
be a complete orthonormal basis in L2(T). Relative to this basis, the 
for all h~,n E e~ 
for MI h~ 6 e 
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operators P~H~P2, PeSPe and PeH~*Pe have a representation as 
infinite dimensional matrices. (Recall that H~ is the convolution operator 
H*~ with kernel h~,~). We denote these matrices by H~,e, Se and v,r 
respectively. 
. 
We note that H~,~ is the transpose of H~,e and the collection C~ 
of matrices H~.e form a conditionally compact set in the Hilbert- 
Schmidt norm. Notice also that w~,~(T) are the eigenvalues of 
H~,eSeH*,e. Furthermore, S2 is an infinite dimensional eovariance 
matrix and the tr~ce of Se is less than or equal to 2MT. Hence, 
From inequality (t) and Theorem 1B we see that R(¢  + 6) is an 
(~ + 20)((¢ + 6)) ~/~ 
attainable rate for Ce. Hence, there exists a sequence nk, 
l imk~ nk = 
and G (nk) transmitted signals 
u~ E U~e 
of length nk such that 
d = inf d~.j = (e --~ 20)(nk(T + 6)) ~/~ 
and 
1 
lira log~ G(nk) = R. 
~ (~ + ~)n~ 
We now proceed to show that R is an attainable (e ~- 20)-rate of 
transmission for C~. Let 
uj = (xjl, xi2, • • • , xj,~) E U~e 
be the transmitted sequences yielding the R (¢ + 6) rate for G~. Cor- 
responding to each vector 
x~j = (x~j ,~ ,  - . -  , . . .  ) 
define the function x~j(t), - -¢  -< t <: 9 ~ by 
x~j(t) ~-2 k = x,j¢k(t) i = 1, 2, . . . ,  G(n~) 
k=l  
j=  1, 2 , . . . ,nk .  
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For 
i = 1, 2, . . . ,  G(n~) 
define the function ~( t ) ,  0 -< t < 2n~(T + ~) by 
ft,(t) = x~(t -- ~' -- 2(j -- 1)(T -t- ~) -- ~) 
for 
2( j - -  1)(T + ~) -$- ~ <~ t <= 2j(T +~)  -- ~, j = 1, 2, . . . ,n~,  
and 
~( t )  = 0 elsewhere. 
Next define the functions ul (t), . . .  , ua(~)(t) on the interval 
--n~(T -t- ~) <-- t < n~(T -F ~) 
by 
u~(t) = ¢~(t + nk(~' -t- ~) ). 
Notice from the construction of the functions u~(t), that 
u~(t) E ~(~+~) for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,  G(n~). 
(See Figure 2.) Since e~ has memory ~, we see that 
d > (~ + 2e)(n~(¢ + ~))~/~. 
Thus, R is an (e ~- 20)-attainable rate for C~. Recall however that ~ was 
selected so that 
0 
I1 h~,~ - h~ I~ < (2M),----~ • 
If we use the same transmitted signals u~(t) for ~, 
d = inf~sd~.i > e(n~(T ~- ~))~. 
Fm. 2 
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Hence R is an e-rate for ~. Since R is arbitrary subject only to 
0 < R ~ _C~, Theorem 1C is proven. 
III. UPPER BOUNDS FOlt C~ 
: Upper bounds for C, have also been developed by Root (1968) for 
the ease where C consists of a single point, or is a ball. For these upper 
bounds, Root again used variations of packing arguments. The inapplica- 
bility of such arguments when C has a complex structure has been dis- 
cussed in Section II. We will use a much simpler technique to obtain 
upper bounds. We relate the usual capacity theorems for Gaussian 
channels to the e-capacity of such channels by a judicious choice of 
noise statistics. 
Since the bounds for each of the three cases are derived using the 
same techniques, we will provide the details for only the continuous time 
case .  
TI~:~OnEM 4A. I f  the class ~ of channels satisfies the conditions of 
model A, then 
C~< C~= sup inf inf loge[ 'W+A'SA~' ' ' ]  
where 
1 2 %V = { W [ W is a p X p covariance matrix and trace W < -~e }. 
TttEORE~ 4B. I f  a is a class of channels satisfying the conditions of 
model B, then 
C~ < C ,= sup inf inf 1 log~ 1+ . 
~- SE~M ~ ATe e ~.1~i2<e2/4  z~ O-i 2 ]  
THEOREM 4C. / f  a is a class of channels atisfying the conditions of 
model C and in addition, there exists a finite positive number ~ such that 
h~(t) = 0 if It I > ~ for all h~e e 
then, 
C~ < C~ = sup inf inf loge 1 + I/~(u) I~(u)~ = ~o ~ ~c. )~°  ~ ~-~7) / d~ 
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'w~e~e 
~, = (N(u) [ N(~) is the spectral density of a stationary Gaussian oise 
F } ~th N(~) d~ < J /8  . 
Proof. Assume the contrary, that C, < C,. Then there exists reai 
numbers 0 > 0, A > 0 and an 
such that 
no 2 
f _N(~)d ,  = - 8 
and 
C, > 20 -k sup inf log~ 1 -b [~](U)~dv 
There also exists an h~ E ~ such that 
C. >0+ 'es~ "sup F logo (1= -k [/~'(u) [~s(u)~~(-~ ,] du. 
Let the second term on the right be denoted by C, then C -b 0 is an 
attainable -rate of transmission for C. That is, there is a sequence Tk, 
lim T~ = oo 
/~->oo 
and G(T~) code words 
ul(t), u2(t), . . . ,  uo (t) 
over (-- Tk, T~) such that 
lhn 1 k-~= Tk log~ G(Tk) -- C + 0 
and 
d ~ e(T~)~/~(i.e. IIH~u, - H,u,l[2 >= e(T~) v2 for all i ~ j). 
Now consider the statistical problem obtained by adding Gaussian 
noise z(t) to (H~x)(t), with the spectral density of z(t) being N(u). 
Thus we have the following noisy channel: 
y(t) = (H~x)(t) q- z(t). 
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Since 
d > ~(T~/~, 
that exist G (Tk) disjoint sets B~ such that 
1 2 m ~ {v(t) I I1~ - H~,II~  < ~T~} 
where the u~ are the transmitted signals which yield the e-rate of trans- 
mission C + ~. Let these signals, u~, be the code words for the statistical 
channel, and let the B~ be the corresponding decoding sets. Notico that 
<I ~k 1 2T~ } P~[B{°Iu{} <-_ P~ z2(t) dt > 
Tk ~ ~E 
= z2(t) dt >= -- A + A 
Tk 
z~(t) dt >__ N(,,) d~, + 
Tk oo 
i: } = z2(t) d t - -  N(~)d~ >= A . Tk 
Hence, 
l imP~IB/ ]u~} = 0 for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,G(Tk)  
and C + 0 is an attainable rate for the statistical channel with spectral 
density Y (v) and channel operator h~. Notice however that C is the 
channel capacity for such a channel (e.g. Gallager, 1968). Thus C + 0 
cannot be an attainable rate. We therefore have that C, =< 0~. 
IV. APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The most obvious application of the estimates of Sections II and III 
is to the situation where only rudimentary knowledge of tile additive 
noise and channel operator of a communication channel is available. 
Suppose for example that we have a channel model which relates trans- 
mitted signals 
z(t) C ~t J  
to received signals y (t) in the following way 
y(t)  = (H~x)(t)  + z(t),  -T  <- t <- T 
where H~ is a convolution type of operator known only to belong to a 
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class e which satisfies the conditions of model C and z(t) is additive 
noise which satisfies the following condition: for some e > 0," 
} lim P z~(t) dt > e = O. 
T'->~ 7" 
Nothing else is known about z (t). Then, C~ will be a lower bound on the 
channel capacity for this model. 
The e-capaciW can also be used to provide lower bounds on the chan- 
nel capacity for certain classes of nonlinear and time varying channels. 
Suppose N is a nonlinear, time varying operator which maps L~ (T) into 
L2(T) for all T > 0. Suppose there exists a class e of linear convolution 
operators which satisfies the assumptions of model C such that for each 
x C q~S there exists an H~ E e for which 
f ~ e2T r ]H~x( t ) - -  (Nx)(t ) l  2dr <-4-  for all T> 0. 
Then, the 2e-capacity for this class e is obviously a lower bound for the 
e-capacity of the nonlinear time varying channel N. 
Although we have derived bounds for the e-capacity of quite general 
classes of channels, in many situations our bounds are better than those 
of Root even when C consists of only a single operator. We will verify 
this by means of an example. 
Consider a continuous time channel with ]~(,) defined as follows 
~(~) = e- t , I  
We will let 
1 M=~ 
and will assume, for convenience, that 
e<l .  
Root's lower bound for C, which we denote by ~.~ is 
= 2 loge 21f~(u) [ dv -- 2 log~ 2 dv 
gCv) 1>~/2 e I~(~) 1>~/2 
and his upper bound OR is 
O~=2ft log~21h(')]d,+51oge2f-- d,. 
£(v) 1>~/2 e ' l/;(~)l>~12 
By making the appropriate calculations we see that 
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By 
for 
we see that 
For 
-C~R=I21°g¢2][l°g~2-e -  21°g"21 
CR~ = [21°g°2]E l °g°2+51°g°21e 
applying Theorem 1C with 
~(~) = ~ ¢~e~m 
2e ~ 
1 1 1 <5 
(1,) = 0 otherwise and 
= ~ ~ log 2e 2 2e 2 -F 1 , 
1 1 2 1 _ loge 1 C~ > ~ ogo 2-- ~ ~+ 1 -- 2e 2. 
6 ---~ 1 Ce R ~, = 0 but _C,=> .05. 
Thus our lower bound is better than Root's in some instances. 
Using Theorem 4C, we can find an upper bound for C~ and hence C, 
by choosing a specific N (v) in the expression for C,. The N (u) we will 
choose is defined as follows: 
2 
6 
N(v) = 16 for Iv[ =< log2 
e--2[~[ 
= ~ for [~[ >= log 2. 
o 
16 log -t- 32 
Observe that N (u) is continuous, positive, even function of v satisfying 
N(~) dv < e 
. '~  8 
and hence N (~) is in N. 
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Wi th  this choice of N (v) we must  now find the supremum over all 
~/2. This k ind of problem is discussed in Gal lager  (1968). The 
supremum is at ta ined by  the discontinuous funct ion ~0 defined as fol- 
lows: 
~0(u) = I _ N(v)  for I~1 = < log-2 
4 log ~ 32 
= 0 for I vl > log 2 .  
E 
Thus we see that  
So lo 2/  0~ _<- 2 logo e -2~ dv 
which is less than ~R for all e. 
RECeiVeD: Ju ly  8, 1968 
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